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Trump’s ramped up efforts
to deport members of
immigrant communities, it
is worthwhile to consider
how the lessons of the
1980s sanctuary movement
might apply to today’s
advocacy work.  Between




Tucson, Arizona and the
San Francisco East Bay in
California. At that time,
sanctuary focused on
obtaining refuge for
asylum seekers who were
fleeing U.S-funded wars in






publication of my 1993
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publication of my 1993
book, The Culture of
Protest:  Religious
Activism and the U.S.
Sanctuary Movement. 
            Congregations that
declared themselves
sanctuaries during the
1980s were motivated by a
sense of emergency. Civil
wars in El Salvador and










asylum applications at a
rate of 97-99%.  Religious
activists who met Central
Americans felt compelled
to take action.  One
participant told me, “When
I met Central American
refugees face-to-face, it
was transforming When I
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was transforming.  When I
heard their stories, when I
saw them cry, it was gut-
wrenching for me.  I knew
I had to do something.” 
Though the movement took
its name from the
prototypical practice of









Congress, raised bail bond
money, and provided social
services. The movement
was also transnational in
that U.S. activists traveled
to Central America to
accompany at-risk
communities, while Central
Americans also took on







structures.  U.S. movement
members were prosecuted
for alien smuggling and
conspiracy and some
Central American






members argued that they
were practicing civil
initiative, that is, taking
actions to enforce
international and U.S.
refugee laws that their
government was violating. 
Their legal efforts had
long-term impacts.  In
1997, Congress passed the
Nicaraguan Adjustment
and Central American




sought asylum during the
1980s to become lawful
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again resorting to declaring
themselves sanctuaries is a
sign of the dire sense of
emergency experienced by
many noncitizens. As was
the case in the 1980s,
sanctuary today takes
multiple forms, ranging
from efforts to integrate
immigrant populations to










federal funding.  As was




and the leadership of
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Popular posts from this blog
and the leadership of
immigrant-activists. And,
just as sanctuary practices
in the 1980s led to
unforeseen outcomes in the
1990s, so too are today’s
actions likely to shape the
course of law and policy in
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